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ABSTRACT

The Brenig and Schonhammer solution for chemisorpiion has been improved due to ionic

shift ( A ) . The spectral density (SD) of an adatom is found in the weak and intermediate coupling

case (V < W). The significant role of ionic shift is discussed for an explanation of observable

asymmetrical peaks.
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§1 Introduction .
The chemisorption on metalB has mainly been developed in

two directions: the Heitler-London method considers strong cor-

relations between electrons and the molecular orbital (MO) app-

roaoh which takes into aooount electron mobility. KB a rule , in

the scope of the MO-theory.Anderson'a Hamiltonian is often used

[1] :

H
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da)

(1b)

do)

Has-
fta

dd)

The first term de3cribe3 the host, the second one is harailtonian

of adatom , U is an energy of intra-atom Coulomb's repulsion and

the last one givea the interaction between the host and the ada-

tom. The renormalization group [21 and Bethe-Ansatz solution [3]

are restricted by the values of U , Ea , F compared to the Fer-

mi energy ( T - is resonance level width ). Thus these solutions

are not generally applicable to chemisorption theory.where U may

be larger than any parameter of the system [11. MO-approximation

( or Newna-Hartree-Pook method [4] ) suffers from Borne short-

comings. For example,charge (Aq) for hydrogen on ft, Cr and ffi

is much larger than observable one in experiment. Really,Aq=O.18

(lor SI) ; Aq=0.26 (Cr) ; Aq=0.35 (Ti) according to the oaloula-
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tion in the framework of H-P approximation. However.experimental

facts show that H is almost neutral [1 ]. To overcome these disc-

repancies of H-P theory Brenlg and Sohonliammer have considered

an alternative approach to the problem based on Anderson's model

( 3ee also [5 3 ). As the Coulomb energy ia rather large it seems

appropriate to start from the Heitier-London limit.Their results

for the binding energy and the oharge of the adsorbate showed a

significant improvement over the H-P approximation.

In the present paper we follow the Brenig-Sohonhammer's

paper and add the following results:

a) Analytical formulas for ionic shift (L) are obtained in an

obvious form.

b) tie will show that there is no reason for neglecting A-oon-

tribution in comparison with broadening oorreotion In that oase.

c) Point out that this is the main difference between our

results and those of [5J, where A - substitution was omitted.

§2 The single-particle Green's function of the Adsorbate.

Using the results of [53 we have Green's function of the

Adaorbate on conditions that : 'a.) self-.tunotions of a host and

adatorc are orthogonal . (b) the ground state is in some sense a

singlet (i.e.< n£ >Q=< n£ >0= 1/2), (o) the theory ia restricted

to second order in V/W ( W - Is the half-band width J.Thus It 1B

- E - 2h - U/2 -

f u^B-A-^faj; jj" u~E-h-U-2T(i>>) 1 - [ A+rfuiJ ] :
(2)

Where

Ha

A =

A

E+= EQ+V . E_= Ba .

\-1

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

In the present paper Ea<£p and E+>B? always hold good.

It should be emphasized that appearance of A Is due to existenoe

of a two-eleotron level and Its value is proportional to a deg-

ree of saturation of ionic binding. Note that A has been already

mentioned in paper [5], but then it was omitted in calculation

spectral density pQf(jjJ in the symmetric oase.

For a model calculation we use a semielllptical density

of states as in Newns paper:

flff
, \B\< W (7)

Let us Integrate (3) for any disposition of levels E+, E_ and EU

on energetic soale at T=0 'z

*) To Integrate in (3) we used Chebishev Ansatz :
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2V2 r ft+b
— \ 2a a r c t g —
nff { ' - -lf-b

+ Sfa) (8)

; a > t> : -r t.

Function S(a) has different values in dependence on the

disposition of E+ with respect to upper of allowed band W, that

is
1

S(a>1) = - 2 Ya2- 1 arctgr (a-DCb+1) y.

L (a+Dd-b) J
(9a)

= 0

a2 In

(9b)

(9o)

In symmetric ease ( V_=-W, E+=ff, Ep=0 ; from (8) and (9b) we ob-

tain :

A - - J.363 (10)

s>3 The spectral density (SD)ol the Adsorbate.

After integration T(ii)) becomes

- ]
2 \ (11)

For a moretealiatio oaloulation one needs to inolude a Unite

lifetime for the metal electron states into the local density

(11). Substituting d) * u + I7 ( where 7=0.W is phenomenologi-

oal parameter [5]) in (11) we find final formulas :

1

(12a)

ReT(w) = -

PY2

PT*

[-.[ fr
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r = [ ( u 2 - If2-

Y , u > 0 ; (12b)

I].....

i1]-

(12c)

-co<Ct)<«> ; (12(1)

(12e)

Let us disouss our results. In a range of weak coupling oase one

can obtain expressions for the left fd)_— is bonding orbital} and

the right fu+- i3 antibonding orbital.) peaks :



If A=0 .then

= -R©rfu>+;

(13a)

(13b)

(14a)

(14b)imrfu)_; =

that result in a symmetric shape of SD, i .e .

p-ilii ,t=0) = pn(to.,b=O) . (15)

Taking into aooount hybridization with the ionio adatom orbital

we break this symmetry and obtain

One should point out two tendencies conditioned by A . The first

tendency is connected with shift of centres of gravity of both

peaks to the negative energy region. A3 a result the adatom'8

binding energy increases. Hence follows ImT(Ui_,b.?O)<IiDF(ti> ,h?0).

In region of intermediate 7 = 1.0 + 1.4 there appears the second

tendency. Note that A has different signs in (13a) and (13b), BO

that A increases the spectral weight of peak pfw+) and simulta-

neously decreases the spectral weight of pfti)_). V/W increase ma-

kea the right peak higher than the left peak,for the common ten-

dency to decrease both of them. This effect may be explained by

the following processes. Prom Pigs 1b, 2b, one can see that when

7/W increases Gilbert transform CHeFfLOj) begins to depend great-

ly on the energy in the region of tails of SD. In this case the

condition is realised

- E_ - A+ (17)2Re( V(w) X

that is the criterion for forming two new peaks in SD

(see Pig 2\ , Appearance of the new peaks refleots the following

physical situation- If V/W«1 wave functions of an adsorbate and

an adsorbent mix in the region of the nearest tail, however when

V/W is increasing the wave function of an adsorbate mix with the

longest tail of an adsorbent. So each adatom level takes part in

forming two group-like orbitals one of which is above EL (anti-

bonding orbital) and the other is below E p ("bonding orbital}.Fi-

nally this appears the localised bond, in other words a "surface

moleule". Its lower level acooding to a bonding orbital and its

upper level to an antibonding orbital. The mixing with ionic le-

vel shifts adatom levels and leads to asymmetrical condition for

forming "surface moleule".

A criterion for forming "surface moleule" is deduced

from equation (17). Por simplicity we give an example for this

criterion when ̂ -^0

U J left
0.67 , 1

{ W jrlgftt

0.74 (18)

It is olear from the above, that stabilization of peaks for Q)+

and U)_ under the oondition of new resonanoe existences,is diffe-

rent. In fact, E + level formed a bonding peak earlier than E_,

drawing off a part of electron states into the region of the

left tail. On the one hand this is the reason for a rapid diffu-

sion of covalent level. On the other hand^the fact of decreasing

SD in the vicinity of (U)+J ionic level is the cause of ita stab-

ility.
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Fl£ 1a. Spectral density IwG(ij)) in the Bymmetrio case

in the weak coupling theory.
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